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ANNEX VI.3. PILOT EVALUATION
FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

EP/DGPRES/ERMS/2017/021

Acquisition and implementation of an Electronic Records Management
System (ERMS)



The following list contains the functional aspects that will be evaluated during the pilot (Award -
Qualitative criteria II).

 Create several users for testing purposes.

 Attribute different roles to the users (at least system administrator, records manager and
user).

 Log in the ERMS through login/password.

 Create several user groups to evaluate access rights.
 Several users delegate their access rights in the ERMS to other users.
 Create a small filing plan with a number of headings, organised hierarchically.

 Create a small functional classification scheme, with several functional classes, organised
poly-hierarchically. Link retention periods to functional classes.

 Browse the filing plan and the functional classification scheme.
 Create folders, associating each folder to one of the previously created headings of the

filing plan and to one functional class.  Assign folders different access rights.
 Define a set of mandatory metadata for records, including dates, allowing unrestricted

values for some metadata and restricting the range of possible values for other metadata.
 Save documents in the ERMS without registering.

 Register documents varying the number of annexes and filing them in different folders.
 File (and unfile) some records in multiple folders. File non-registered documents in

folders.
 Convert several records into pdf.

 Delete a record (only a system administrator).
 Alter the security settings of an individual record (only a system administrator).
 Move specific users from a user group to another one and confirm that the access rights

change accordingly automatically (access rights to the old folders are withdrawn and
access rights to the new folders are granted).

 Associate several documents and records with specific custom metadata.
 Associate confidentiality markings to several records and try to consult those records

according to the permissions granted to the users.
 Export the list of headings of the filing plan, the list of functional classes and the list of

documents/records filed in a given folder (only some metadata) to external files.
 Search for records, through metadata, including range of dates, and full-text search,

mixing available and unavailable records depending on folders’ access rights and
permissions granted to users.

 Notify somehow (inside or outside the ERMS) the registration of several documents to
their recipients and give recipients access to the documents.

 Assign records to users for action or information.

 Create and execute several workflow circuits with a variable number of users. Create new
versions of documents during the workflow circuit.

 Generate user defined reports on metadata.

 Create a template defining the structure of a MS Word document (the template will
include both custom and generic metadata of existing records) and generate several



documents based on that template (hence, the MS Word documents will import specific
metadata from existing records).

 Log off the ERMS.


